Introduction
[2] Global surface air temperature increases in the past 25 years with about 0.5°C, and in the past century with about 0.75°C [Hansen et al., 2001] . On the longer perspective, the 20th century warming is likely to be the largest during any century over the past 1000 years for the Northern Hemisphere, with the 1990s the warmest decade and 1998 the warmest year of the millennium [Mann et al., 1998] . A recent study [Thompson et al., 2000] reveals a remarkable similarity between recent climate trends and the structure of the Arctic Oscillation (AO) pattern, defined as the first empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of 20th-century sea level pressure (SLP) [Thompson et al., 2000] . The index of this Northern Hemisphere annular mode has exhibited a trend toward the high index polarity over the past few decades, corresponding to a decrease in SLP over the pole and increase in the subtropics. The AO pattern contains the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), which may be considered a different view of the same phenomenon [Thompson et al., 2000] .
[3] One can ask whether these modes may have played a significant role for the Holocene (the last 10 thousand years before present, 10 kyr BP) climate variability. Keigwin and Pickart [1999] find the AO/NAO signature in the North Atlantic centennial SST variability and suggest a possible role of AO/NAO in generating millennial time scale variability.
[4] Here, we provide a set of North Atlantic, Mediterranean Sea and northern Red Sea sea SST records based on the alkenone method from the beginning of the Holocene to modern conditions. The information in this data set is combined with data analysis of the instrumental period and atmospheric general circulation model simulations. In particular, we want to address the question of opposite trends of warming and cooling between certain sites in the North Atlantic realm during the Holocene. With the combination of the above mentioned methods, we are able to construct a consistent physical picture of the underlying mechanisms for the long-term opposite SST trends during the Holocene and the role of AO/NAO.
Holocene Trends and Related Patterns
[5] The SST records examined in this paper come from twelve sediment cores raised from the North Atlantic, the Mediterranean Sea and the northern Red Sea (Figure 1 ). The paleotemperature estimates of all sediment cores were based on the alkenone methods [e.g., Brassell et al., 1986] . The 12 alkenone SST records were published by Cacho et al. [1999 Cacho et al. [ , 2001 , Rühlemann et al. [1999] , Bard et al. [2000] , Emeis et al. [2000] , Herbert and Schuffert [2000] , Marchal et al. [2002] , and Calvo et al. [2002] . For the northern Red Sea (GeoB 5844-2), a new paleotemperature record is included which is part of a multiproxy study (H. W. Arz et al., Mediterranean moisture source for early to midHolocene humid period in the northern Red Sea, Science, 2003, in press).
[6] The alkenone SST records considered show trends in opposite directions (Figure 1 ). Negative trends are recorded in the northeast Atlantic and the western Mediterranean Sea, and positive trends characterize the SST records from the eastern Mediterranean Sea and the northern Red Sea.
[7] In order to better asses and confirm the opposite trends of SST anomalies in the regions mentioned above, we perform an EOF analysis to the Holocene SST records. This method requires that the SST values from different records are available for identical time intervals. Here, mean SST values in the 100 yr time intervals are derived using linear interpolation. The SST anomalies against the SST mean over the considered period are calculated for each record and normalized with the corresponding temporal standard deviation. In order to remove the high frequency noise variability, the normalized time series are smoothed with a 2 kyr running mean filter. GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LETTERS, VOL. 30, NO. 6, 1280 , doi:10.1029 /2002GL016570, 2003 Copyright 2003 [Rayner et al., 1996] and 850 hPa wind [Kalnay et al., 1996] for the period 1950 -1997 are shown in Figure 3a . A very similar pattern is obtained for the winter data (not shown). The pattern is similar to that associated with AO/NAO [Hurrell, 1995] . This is consistent with high correlation between the SST variations from these regions and the AO/NAO index [Cullen et al., 2002] .
[10] In order to further evaluate the hemispheric picture, we extended the SST index defined above for the period 1899 -1997, using the Kaplan SST data [Kaplan et al., 1998 ]. The corresponding regression map of Northern Hemisphere SLP [Trenberth and Paolino, 1980] indicates an annular Northern Hemisphere pattern with highest SLP anomalies in the North Atlantic realm (Figure 3b ). The regional wind and SST patterns (Figure 3a ) fit well with this large scale atmospheric circulation pattern.
Model Simulations
[11] In order to understand the physical mechanisms behind the SST trend pattern from the North Atlantic realm during the Holocene, we analyze the differences between atmospheric circulation in the Northern Hemisphere for modern conditions and the Climate Optimum (6 kyr BP). We use the data from the atmospheric general circulation model ECHAM3 simulations for the present day and 6 kyr BP. These simulations are described in detail by Lorenz et al. [1996] and Lohmann and Lorenz [2000] . Prescribed sea surface temperature, orography, ice sheet distribution, insolation, and CO 2 concentration were applied for the modern and 6 kyr BP simulations.
[12] The solar radiation at the time of the Climatic Optimum was enhanced over the Northern Hemisphere during May to September causing a temperature increase over land up to 3°C and increase in Indian summer monsoon [e.g., Lorenz et al., 1996] . During December to April, the precession cycle accounts for a reduced tropical insolation of about 20 Wm À2 .
[13] In these climate simulations, the tropical cooling during winter induces a weaker Aleutian Low and a north- ward shift of the Northern Hemisphere jet. During the Climatic Optimum, the Pacific North American pattern [Thompson et al., 2000] is shifted toward its negative phase which goes along with an increased Azoric High and enhanced trade winds. These surface conditions are represented by an anomalous annular Northern Hemisphere SLP pattern similar to AO/NAO (Figure 4 ). The corresponding 2 meter temperature and 850 hPa wind anomaly patterns from the North Atlantic realm (not shown) are very similar to those represented in Figure 3a .
Discussion and Conclusions
[14] Analysis of observational [Hurrell, 1995] , historical and proxy data [Appenzeller et al., 1998; Mann et al., 1998; Rimbu et al., 2001; Luterbacher et al., 2002] shows that AO/NAO signal is detectable at time scale from interannual to multi-centennial. Our study suggests a possible role of AO/NAO in generating millennial-scale SST trends. The positive AO/NAO phase is accompanied by a relatively mild winter over northern Europe and a relatively cold climate in the eastern Mediterranean and Middle East regions. A reverse situation occurs in the negative phase of AO/NAO [Hurrell, 1995] . The negative SST trends in the northeast Atlantic and western Mediterranean and the positive SST trends in the eastern Mediterranean, northern Red Sea and western subtropical Atlantic, as detected in the Holocene SST records analyzed here suggest a continuous weakening of AO/NAO pattern from the early to late Holocene.
[15] Detailed comparison studies of different SST reconstructions during the Holocene [Bard, 2001] show that proxies can suffer from bias due to alternation and perturbation by environmental variables other than temperature. Such problems are inherent to the nature of marine sediments and to the fact that all SST proxies are linked to complex biological processes. Our analysis suggests that the trends in the alkenone derived SST records are related to winter circulation changes during the Holocene. The winter temperature signal has a long-term memory through the oceans. Therefore, the trend from the positive toward the negative phase of the AO/NAO phenomenon during the Holocene is monitored by the alkenone data analyzed here. Some other SST reconstructions which are not based on the alkenone method [e.g. Marchal et al., 2002] indicate trends consistent with the SST trend pattern obtained from the alkenone derived SST records (Figure 2) .
[16] Based on atmospheric general circulation model simulations which are solely forced by insolation and CO 2 , we show that the weakening in the AO/NAO pattern from the early to late Holocene may be attributed to tropical warming during winter due to increasing in solar insolation associated to the Earth's precession cycle. Such a relation seems to be confirmed by some recent observational studies [e.g., Dima et al., 2002] which show a tendency of AO/NAO to be in its positive phase during La Niña conditions in tropical Pacific.
[17] Although the AO/NAO plays an important role, it appears that other processes should also be investigated to understand entire Holocene SST variability and its relation with solar forcing. A recent study [Bond et al., 2001] shows that on multi-centennial to millennial time scales, regional coolings are discordant with the AO/NAO pattern. Instead, the temperature anomaly patterns resemble to those which accompany the variability in North Atlantic Deep Water formation with a possible link to solar forcing [Bond et al., 2001] . Insights into the temporal evolution of Holocene AO/NAO climate variability are not only important for interpreting geological data, but also to bring the climate of the last centuries where instrumental and historical data are available into a longer context.
